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"Collins has written a truly encyclopedic work that wonderfully complements books on sound design in film, helping anyone in the audiovisual industry who desires to expand more confidently into teaching, designing, and producing audio in the gaming world. This book provides fascinating insights about how game audio can enhance player involvement in story, environment, and character, with specific examples on creating a more immersive, interactive experience. A monumental contribution!"
  —David Sonnenschein, author of Sound Design: The Expressive Power of Music, Voice, and Sound Effects in Cinema

"Game Audio may sound to the uninitiated to be a frivolous pursuit, but it is neither simple nor trivial. Game Sound shows that this art/craft/business has an elegance and a freshly blossoming history that allow it to stand with dignity and legitimacy alongside any other human endeavor worthy of academic attention."
  —The Fat Man, George Alistair Sanger, Legendary Game Audio Guru     

       A distinguishing feature of video games is their interactivity, and sound plays an important role in this: a player's actions can trigger dialogue, sound effects, ambient sound, and music. And yet game sound has been neglected in the growing literature on game studies. This book fills that gap, introducing readers to the many complex aspects of game audio, from its development in early games to theoretical discussions of immersion and realism. In Game Sound, Karen Collins draws on a range of sources—including composers, sound designers, voice-over actors and other industry professionals, Internet articles, fan sites, industry conferences, magazines, patent documents, and, of course, the games themselves—to offer a broad overview of the history, theory, and production practice of video game audio.
  
  Game Sound has two underlying themes: how and why games are different from or similar to film or other linear audiovisual media; and technology and the constraints it has placed on the production of game audio. Collins focuses first on the historical development of game audio, from penny arcades through the rise of home games and the recent rapid developments in the industry. She then examines the production process for a contemporary game at a large game company, discussing the roles of composers, sound designers, voice talent, and audio programmers; considers the growing presence of licensed intellectual property (particularly popular music and films) in games; and explores the function of audio in games in theoretical terms. Finally, she discusses the difficulties posed by nonlinearity and interactivity for the composer of game music.     

       About the Author
   
Karen Collins is Canada Research Chair at the Canadian Centre of Arts and Technology, University of Waterloo.
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Political Bubbles: Financial Crises and the Failure of American DemocracyPrinceton Press, 2013

	Behind every financial crisis lurks a "political bubble"--policy biases that foster market behaviors leading to financial instability. Rather than tilting against risky behavior, political bubbles--arising from a potent combination of beliefs, institutions, and interests--aid, abet, and amplify risk. Demonstrating how political...
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Assembly language programming for the Atari computers (A Byte book)McGraw-Hill, 1984

	Since you've picked this book up and started browsing through

	it, you probably own or have access to an ATARI computer and are

	interested in progressing beyond BASIC. As you already know, the

	ATARI computers are among the most impressive of all home computers,

	but many of their special features are not available from...
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Combinatorial Optimization: Theory and Algorithms (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2005

	
		This well-written textbook on combinatorial optimization puts special emphasis on theoretical results and algorithms with provably good performance, in contrast to heuristics. The book contains complete (but concise) proofs, as well as many deep results, some of which have not appeared in any previous books.
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Chemometrics with R: Multivariate Data Analysis in the Natural Sciences and Life Sciences (Use R!)Springer, 2011

	
		This accessible primer on multivariate statistics in the life sciences gives a full description of the general data analysis paradigm, from exploratory analysis to modeling to validation; covers other aspects of chemometrics; and supplies the relevant R code.
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Mobile Telemedicine: A Computing and Networking PerspectiveAuerbach Publications, 2008
Wireless and mobile telemedicine has drawn attention from health care providers and recipients, governments, industry, and researchers. Th ough various practices have been exercised, the realization of telemedicine depends on advances in computing and networking techniques. In recent decades technological development in computing and networking has...
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Developing Visual Basic Add-ins: The VB IDE Extensibility ModelO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Most developers can think of dozens of ways in which they'd like to modify Visual Basic's integrated development environment (or IDE) in order to work more productively. These enhancements can range from simple items (like determining the version of Visual Basic for Applications used by the IDE, or clearing the Immediate...
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